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0!8-8>o:-(%}#-/}-K$-#m-Km=-1)
bka' 'gyur (stog palace bris ma)
A manuscript Kangyur from the Stog Palace near Leh in Ladakh. This was copied during the reign of
Jamyang Namgyal from a Bhutanese manuscript reflecting the Kagyu tradition; the reprint is long out of
print. The Kangyur includes a few "duplicate" translations, at least one of which was excluded from the
standard Kangyur redactions. It is thus very important for textual studies.
W22083
LCCN #

3708-3816
75-908716

109

Jm$-1-Wv+-80v1-(#)m$-[{=-+#},-.-A$-Km=-1)
rnying ma rgyud 'bum (gting skyes dgon pa byang bris ma)
Scanned from H.H. Dilgo Khyentse Rinpoche's reprint of a 36 volume manuscript of the Nyingma Gyubum
brought to Sikkim from the monastery of Tingkye Gonpa Jang in Tibet.
W21518
1719, 1751, 1757-1790
36
LCCN #
73-903590

Jm$-1-Wv+-80v1->m-"-!}$-

(131=-K#-+#},-.8m-Km=-1)

rnying ma rgyud 'bum gyi kha skong (mtshams brag dgon pa'i bris ma)
Supplementary volumes of tantras of the Nyingma tradition recently found in China .
W25815
3900-3905
LCCN # N/A

6

0X-:}8m-Wv+-80v1bai ro'i rgyud 'bum
Reproduced from a manuscript collection of Nyingma canonical materials from the Jangtang area in
Ladakh; includes an ancient example of the 'Dra 'bag chen mo biography of Vairocana and therefore
popularly know as the Bairo Gyubum
W21519
577-584
8
LCCN # 70-924557

RIME COLLECTIONS

#bo$-&{,-0%t-#=v1
gzhung chen bcu gsum
These thirteen basic sutras and shastras were widely regarded as essential for the proper understanding of
exoteric Buddhism. The annotations are the work of Khenpo Shenga or Shenpen Chokyi Nangwa (18711927) who vowed to avoid the various differing Tibetan interpretations that had resulted in the sectarianism
in Tibet. These annotated editions became known as the Dzongsar Yigcha or syllabus and spread
throughout all of Tibet.
W23198
801-807
7
LCCN # N/A

#bo$-&{,-0%t-#=v1->m-8&+-*0=
gzhung chen bcu gsum gyi 'chad thabs
Surmang Kenpo Pema Namgyal wrote this teacher's manual to guide teachers on the practical use the 13
text od the Dzongsar syllabus.
W23197
835
1
LCCN # 76-905314

8'1-+A$=-1={,-0P{-&}=-<m-R}-E}='jam dbyangs mkhyen brtse chos kyi blo gros
One of the greatest teachers of the 20th century was Dzongsar Kyentse Jamyang Chokyi Lodro (18931959). His collected works were issued by his labrang in Gangtok for the benefit of his reembodiment,
Dzongsar Khyentse Norbu. This is reproduced from this manuscript edition.
W21813
LCCN # 81-901843

415-422

8

8'1-+A$=-1={,-0P{-&}=-<m-R}-E}='jam dbyangs mkhyen brtse chos kyi blo gros
Shortly after the departure of Dzongsar Khyentse Jamyang Chokyi Lodro (1893-1959), his followers
carved important teachings on to woodblocks. This two volume collection is not included in the 8 volume
collection published later. This collection was scanned under the kind patronage of Jeff Watt.
W21814
3564-3565
2
LCCN # 72-905341

Wv+-R-18m-8E{;-&{,theg pa chen po rgyud bla ma'i bstan bcos snying po'i don mngon sum lam gyi bshad pa srol dang sbyar ba'i
rnam par 'grel ba phyir mi ldog pa sengge'i nga ro
Commentary on the Uttaratantra or Ratnagotravibhaga by Jamgon Kontrul Lotro Taye (1813-1893)
W21961
1715
1
LCCN # 72-904645

<{-L}:-3n#-+},-M1-.:-8E};-0dpal dgyes pa rdo rje'i rgyud kyi rgyal po brtag pa gnyis pa'i tshig don rnam par 'grol ba gzhom med rdo
rje'i gsang ba 'byed pa
Commentary on the Hevajratantra by Jamgon Kongtrul Lotro Taye (1813-1899)
W20866
1716
1
LCCN # 79-921406

RNYING MA

R-1-+#}$=-.-8`o=-.-;=-1-8}$=-;v$-0%,-0!8-W-18m-!}:bla ma dgons pa 'dus pa las ma 'ons lun bstan bka' rgya ma'i skor : the collected prophecies from the bla ma
dgons 'dus revelations of gter-chen sans-rgyas-glin-pa
etailed prophecies connected with the Lama Gongdu cycle of revelations of Sangye Lingpa (1340-1396).
W23433
1685
1
LCCN # 83-904362

Q}#=-.-&{,-.}-+#}$=-.-7$-*;-+$-!-+#-:$-Ap$-:$-<:
rdzogs pa chen po dgongs pa zang thal dang ka dag rang byung rang shar
Two cycles of Dzogchen practice from the Jangter revelations of Rigdzin Gokyi Demtruchen (1337-1409);
scanned from a reprint of the Adzom Chogar redaction.
W18557
777-781
5
LCCN # N/A

L}-I{-Qm$-.8m-#){:-&}=
rdo rje gling pa'i gter chos
The first collection of teachings of the famed master of revelations, Dorje Lingpa (1346-1405) was
published at the order of H.H. Dilgo Khyentse Rinpoche. It is this set that has been scanned here.
Subsequently an almost complete collection of teachings of the Dorje Lingpa tradition was found by the
late Lama Nuden Dorje (1930-1985) at the ancestral monastery of Tang Ogyan Choling. These were
published in New Delhi and will be included in a subsequent hard drive.
W23206
1560, 1997-1999
4
LCCN # 76-901752

:1-Qm$-.8m-#){:-&}=-(+.;-9v;-;v#=)
ratna gling pa'i gter chos (dpal yul lugs)
The teachings of Ratna Lingpa (1403-1479), a terton of the southern Tibetan borderlands spread widely
throughout eastern Tibet and were particularly practiced at Peyul Monastery. This collection was put
together from rare manuscripts, all ume, from Namdrol Ling.
W21731, W21732, W21733, W21734, W21735, W21736, W21737, W21738, W21739,
W21740, W21741, W23823, W23824, W23825, W23826.
2853-2870, 3023-3024
20
LCCN # 84-902946

1#},-.}-3~#=-0+#-Q$-'8m-au0-!}:
mgon po tshogs bdag glan sna'i sgrub skor : a collection of texts concerned with the propitiation of the
protective deity Ganapati, according to the tradition followed in Dpal yul monastery revealed by Ldi ri
Chos grags
W21950
3897- 3898
2
LCCN # 85-902412

1#},-.}-3~#=-0+#-#m-#=$-au0-+$}=-Es0-8Ap$-#){:
mgon po tshogs bdag gi gsan sgrub dnos grub 'byun gter
Revelations by Ldi ri Chos grags; main author, Nam mkha' rin chen
Guhyasadhana of Ganapati
W25816
3899
LCCN # 85-903450

1

1#},-.}-3~#=-0+#-#m-au0-!}:
mgon po tshogs bdag gi sgrub skor
Nyingma rituals for the propitiation of Ganapati and other protective deites of the Nyingma tradition
W25817
3896
1
LCCN # 80-904351

[-02t,-,1-1"8-8'm#=-1{+lha btsun nam mkha' 'jigs med
Collected writings and visionary revelations of the terton who "opened" the hidden land of Sikkim, Lhatsun
Namka Jigme (1597-1650); reprint of a rare manuscript from Sikkim.
W20865
174-177
4
LCCN # 74-900821

:m#-84n,-N}#-au0rig 'dzin srog sgrub
Revelations by Lhatsun Namka Jigme (1567-1650) of a cycle of teachings which became part of the ritual
of state of Sikkim.
W23694
782-786
5
LCCN # N/A

L}-I{-$m$-.}-cm,->m-*};-Qtrdo rje snying po sprin gyi thol glu
Revelations by Lhatsun Namka Jigme (1567-1650) of a cycle of teachings which became part of the ritual
of state of Sikkim.
W13780
844-845
2
LCCN # N/A

P{-;{-'-3~#=-:$-E};rtse le sna tshogs rang grol
Two manuscripts of the collected works of Tsele Natsog Rangdrol (b. 1608) have so far come to light. This
eight volume collection is the largest and contains his most important writings on the relationship of
Chagchen and Dzogchen.
W21019
2487-2494
8
LCCN # 79-904985

(}-0}-#){:-&{,-0`o+-8`o;-L}-I{spo bo gter chen bdud 'dul rdo rje
This collection of terma, prophecies and writings represent a great treasury of texts of the revived Kathog
tradition. Powo Terton Dudul Dorje (1615-1672). His teachings, particularly his prophecies, were
controversial.
W22123
162-172
12
LCCN # 99-934862

P}$-#=;-$m$-.}klong gsal snying po
Rigdzin Longsal Nyingpo (1625-1692) was one of the great terton responsible for the revival of Kathog
Monastery.
W22124
150-161
12
LCCN # 99-917350

*{#-.-*1=-%+-<m-<,-8A{+-(m-8}+-:0-#=;
theg pa thams cad kyi shan 'byed nyi 'od rab gsal
Survey of the nine yana of the Nyingma tradition written by the 17th century Kathog master, Sonam
Gyaltsen.
W23926
3566-3567
2
LCCN # 79-906025

R}-E}=-W;-13,blo gros rgyal mtshan
Collected writings of a Nyingma master, Sogdogpa Lodro Gyaltsen (1552-1624)
W8870
1706-1707
LCCN # 75-900763

2

#,1-&}=
gnam chos
The Space Visions of Trulku Mingyur Dorje (1645-1667) represent a remarkable corpus of visionary
teachings. These were set down by Karma Chagme (1613-1678) and became one of the major practice
cycles of Peyu Monastery.
W21578
1662-1674
13
LCCN # 84-901303

P}$-#=;-1"8-8E}-$m$-*m#klong gsal mkha' 'gro snying thig
Rongton Pema Dechen Lingpa (d. 1713) was an important terton of the 17th century. The only complete
manuscripts that survives seems to be the one from Hemis Monastery in Ladakh.
W9201
191
1
LCCN # 84-900295

#){:-0+#-Qm$-.-8>o:-1{+-L}-I{gter bdag gling pa 'gyur med rdo rje
Terdag Lingpa Gyurme Dorje (1646-1714) was one of the greatest terton to come forth in Tibet; his terma
continues to inspire teachers to the present day.
W22096
2195-2210
16
LCCN # 98-909668

*m,-Qm$-;}-&{,-aO-Msmsmin gling lo chen dharma shrI
The brother of Terdag Lingpa was the Great Lotsava of Mindrol Ling, Dharmashri (1654-1718); he wrote
on a great variety of subjects, astrology, astronomy, ritual, philosophy, etc.
W9140
2529-2548
20
LCCN # N/A

P-#=v1-9m-+1-+#}$=-8`o=rtsa gsum yi dam dgongs 'dus
Tagsham Nuden Dorje (b. 1655) revealed an enormous collection of terma which spread widely throughout
Tibet. The 19 volumes published under the title Yidam Gongdu represent the largest of his revelation
cycles.
rtsa gsum yi dam dgongs 'dus
W21974
3064-3082
19
LCCN # 72-905855

1"8-8E}-#=$-0-9{-<{=-<m-&}=-!}:mkha' 'gro gsang ba ye shes kyi chos skor
A famed Gelug master Lelung Jedrung Shepai Dorje (b. 1697) structured an entire cycle of practice based
upon the Dakini Guhyajnana from the revelations of Terdag Lingpa Gyurme Dorje (1646-1714 )
W9209
3083-3098
16
LCCN # 75-900298

!\-*}#-:m#-84n,-3|-+0$-,}:-0v
kaH thog rig 'dzin tshe dbang nor bu
Kathog Rigdzin Tsewang Norbu (1698-1755) was an antiquary, statesman, and spiritual leader; two
collections of his works survive. This so-called sung thorbu is the smallest but the regarded as the most
accurate.
W23176
395-398
4
LCCN # 73-901941

L}-I{-*}#=-1{+
rdo rje thogs med
Dorje Togme (1746-1796/1797) was one of the terton from the southern border lands responsible for the
opening up of the Hidden Land of Pemako.
21854
2055-2060
6
LCCN # 78-908878

9},-),-:m,-.}-&{8m-14~+-<m-+!8-#,+-L}-I{8m-W-1`o+-8E}-A{+-;{#=-0<+-#={:->m-*v:-1
yon tan rin po che'i mdzod kyi dka' gnad rdo rje'i rgya mdzud 'gro byed legs bsad gser gyi thur ma " a detailed
commentary expanding the text of 'jigs-med-glin-pa's masterpiece of buddhist philosophy
Commentary on Jigme Lingpa's masterpiece of Buddhist philosophy, the Yon tan mdzod; the author was a Mongol of
the Alagsha tribe, Ngawang Tendar (1759-1831) and his primarily know for his Gelug writings.
W23623
3612
1

LCCN # 78-906071

Q}#=-&{,-W;-N=-#6,-/,-1*8-9=
rdzogs chen rgyal sras gzhan phan mtha' yas
Dzogchen Gyalse Shenpen Taye (b. 1800) was an extraordinary teacher of the Nyingma tradition from
Dzogchen Monastery in Kham.
W20338
2850-2851
2
LCCN # 84-901674

Q-+.;-cu;-?}-W,-8'm#=-1{+-&}=-<m-+0$-.}rdza dpal sprul o rgyan 'jigs med chos kyi dbang po
Collected writings of an important master of the Nyingma tradition, Patrul Orgyan Jigme Chokyi Wangpo
(1808-1887); scanned from the complete edition in 5 volumes published by the Southwest Minorities
Institute in Chengdu with the patronage of Dechen Chima and Ngodrub Shingkar for the long life of Mrs.
Lhamo.
W5832
2169-2173
5
LCCN # N/A

+}->-!}:'phags yul grub dbang dam pa rnams kyi zab mo'i do ha rnams las khol byung mu tig phreng ba
Collection of doha or songs of esoteric practice of Indian Mahasiddhas; compiled by Mipam Gyatso (1846-1912)
W19230
1656
1

LCCN # 79-906019

1"8-8E}-#=$-0-\o,-8`o=mkha' 'gro gsang ba kun 'dus kyi chos skor
Jamyang Kyentse Wangpo (1820-1892) revitalized through visions the lineages of which were broken; this
collection represents the revelations for the practice of the dakinis revealed first by Jomo Menmo (12481243)
W23175
423
1
LCCN # 76-903111

0`o+-8'}1=-Qm$-.
bdud 'joms gling pa
The collected revelations of the Golog master Dudjom Lingpa (1835-1904). The manuscript scanned here
is in ume script
W21728
2807-2826
20
LCCN # 78-908880

L}-Es0-&{,-8'm#=-1{+-0%,-.8m-(m-1rdo grub chen 'jigs med bstan pa'i nyi ma
Collected writings of the 3rd Do Drubchen Jigme Tenpai Nyima (1865-1926), a master of of Longchen
Nyingtig practice.
W23627
2802-2806
5
LCCN # 74-901179

0`o+-8'}1=-H#-##=-Qm$-.bdud 'joms drag sngags gling pa
The collected revelations of Dujom Dragngag Lingpa (1871-1936), a terton from Nangchen in Kham.
W21576
2790-2797
8
LCCN # N/A

Q#-R-0=}+-,1=-&}=-Es0glag bla bsod nams chos grub
Collected works of a Nyingma master from Kham, Lagla Sonam Chodrub (1862-1944).
W22389
791-795
LCCN # 97-905233

5

?-.1-#){:-&{,-+.8-0}-&}=-+Am$=-L}-I{Collected revelations of the 19th-early 20th Golog Terton Apam Ogyan Trinle Drodul Lingpa alias Pawo
Choying Dorje.
a pam gter chen dpa' bo chos dbyings rdo rje
W23183
389-392
4
LCCN # 76-902141

1",-.}-\o,-+#8-+.;-X,
mkhan po kun dga' dpal ldan
Collection writings of a late 19th century scholar of the Mipham tradition.
W23946
3551-3552
LCCN # 82-903284

2

={-:-1"8-8E}-\o,-07$-0+{-[}$-+0$-1}
se ra mkha' 'gro kun bzang bde skyong dbang mo
Visionary revelations of the the Sera or Uza Kandro Kunzang Dekyong Wangmo (1892-1940), a master of
the Dudjom Lingpa terma cycles
W21888
1983-1986
4
LCCN # 78-908879

0`o+-8'}1=-8'm#=-K;-9{-<{=-L}-I{
bdud 'joms 'jigs bral ye shes rdo rje
Collected works of a extraordinary savant of the 20th century, Dudjom Jigdral Yeshe Dorje (1904-1988).
W20869
0334-0358
25

+m;-1#}-1={,-0P{-:0-#=;-S-0
dil mgo mkhyen brtse rab gsal zla ba
Collected writings of the other extraordinary master of the times, Dilgo Kyentse Rabsal Dawa (1910-1991)
W21809
1831-1855
25
LCCN # 75-900706

KADAM AND GELUG COLLECTIONS

R}-^}$-Q{#=-01blo sbyong glegs bam
A collection of important teachings on the lojong practices of the Kadampa tradition. This redaction was
put together by Muchen Konchog Gyaltsen (1388-1469, the 2nd abbot of Ngor Ewam.
W23164
195
1
LCCN # 83-905926

[}-K#-Es0-&{,-,1-1"8-W;-13,lho brag grub chen nam mkha' rgyal mtshan
This volume contains the teachings of an important master and friend of Je Tsongkapa, Lhodrag Drubchen
Namka Gyaltsen (1326-1401). This was reproduced from a rare manuscript from Orgyen Choling in
Bhutan. The manuscript differs considerably in readings from the 2 volume Thigchi manuscript published
in India many years ago. Lhodrag Drubchen is regarded as both early Kadampa and Nyingma.
W24053
3817
1
LCCN # 85-902630

2~$-"-.-R}-07$-E#=-.-(0C=-[s,-.:-Jm$)
tsong kha pa blo bzang grags pa (bkras lhun par rnying)
The Old Tashilhunpo redaction of the collected works of Je Tsongkapa (1357-1421) is regarded by most
exponents of the Tibetan tradition having the most reliable readings. These scans were made from Gehlek
Rinpoche's reproduction of a set of prints from the Lukyil Monastery in Ladakh. The volumes were divided
in order to make the set manageable for publication. The collected works of Gyaltsab and Khedrub will be
included on a subsequent hard drive.
W22109
3105-3131
27
LCCN # 75-905462

.C-&{,-0=}+-,1=-E#=-.paN chen bsod nams grags pa
Panchen Sonam Dragpa (1478-1554) was one of the greatest Gelug scholastics in the second generation
following Tsongkapa. His lucid writings on Tibetan academic subjects became the syllabus of the Losaling
College of Drepung Monastery and its affiliates throughout Tibet, Mongolia, and China, and is used to this
day
W23828
3696-3707
12
LCCN # 82-904549

?-<s-R}-07$-0%,-.8m-W;-13,
a kyA blo bzang bstan pa'i rgyal mtshan
Collected works by the Akya Hutogtu Lozang Tenpai Gyaltsen (1708-1768) of Kumbum Monastery; this
set of prints is the first collection of his collected works but the most famous including the historical works.
Never published in India and scanned from the prints from the Kumbum blocks.
W22352
2507-2508
2
LCCN # N/A

H-G}+-,1-1"8-={_{
rnga rgod nam mkha' sengge
The collected writings of a Gelug teacher from Amdo, Ngago Namka Sengge (1712-1780).
W11818
3639-3640
LCCN # 82-900640

2

3|-1&}#-Qm$-9}$=-84n,-9{-<{=-W;-13,tshe mchog gling yongs 'dzin ye shes rgyal mtshan
Collected works of Kachen Yeshe Gyaltsen (1713-1793), the preceptor of the 8th Dalai Lama. The writings
of this master are lucid and highly regarded by all followers of the Gelug tradition.
W1022
1215-1239
25
LCCN # 75-900477

.C-&{,-R}-07$-+.;-X,-9{-<{=paN chen blo bzang dpal ldan ye shes
The Third Panchen Lozang Palden Yeshe (1738-1780) was a Gelug polymath par excellence. This
collection of very highly regarded writings is filled with important information about Tibetan Buddhism
during the middle of the 18th century.
W2046
2216-2228
13
LCCN # N/A

&->:-+#{-0<{=-R}-07$--3u;-Dm1=cha har dge bshes blo bzang tshul khrims
Collected works of Chahar Geshe Lozang Tsultrim (1740-1810). This Mongolian master connected with
the Kumbum Monastery is famous for his masterful biography of Tsongkapa and history of the Gelug
tradition. Scanned from a set of prints carved in Beijing and now preserved at Kumbum.
W23726
2509-2518
10
LCCN # N/A

8-a{$-Dm-cu;-R}-07$-9{-<{=-0%,-.-:0-W=
rwa sgreng khri sprul blo bzang ye shes bstan pa rab rgyas
Collected writings of a Gelug master Reting Tritrul Lozang Yeshe Tenpa Rabgye (1759-1815). Reting
Tritrul's sungbum includes some very important commentaries.
W7335
3478-3481
4
LCCN # 85-902215

W;-1",-&{,-E#=-.-W;-13,rgyal mkhan chen grags pa rgyal mtshan
Collected works of a Gyal Kenpo Dragpa Gyaltsen (1762-1835/1837), a prominent abbot scholar of the
Labrang Tashi Kyil tradition. Printed from the Labrang Trashi Kyil blocks; never printed in South Asia..
W22117
2501-2506
6
LCCN # N/A

]oo$-*$-+!},-1&}#-0%,-.8m-a},-1{
gung thang dkon mchog bstan pa'i sgron me
Collected works of Gungtang Konchog Tenpai Dronme (1762-1823), a famed master of the Gelug tradition
from Labrang Tashi Kyil; scanned from a set of prints from the Lhasa Sho Printery.
W22112
0726-0733
8
LCCN # N/A

#=v$-80v1k R}-07$-8'1-+A$=-*},-;1
gsung 'bum / blo bzang 'jam dbyangs smon lam
The collected works (gsung 'bum) of the 18th century Gelug master Keutsang Lozang Jamyang Monlam
W16515
3891- 3892
2
LCCN # 84-900513

U$-;v$-$#-+0$-0%,-.8m-W;-13,lcang lung ngag dbang bstan pa'i rgyal mtshan
Changlung Pandita Ngagwang Tenpai Gyaltsen (1770-1845) was a great ritual specialist of the Abaga in
Inner Mongolia. His lucid explanations of rituals are still highly regarded.
W6799
3031-3038
8
LCCN # 75-904498

+$v;-&u-a-O-L-Hdngul chu dharma bhadra
Collected works of a famous teacher of the Ngulchu Monastery in western Tibet, Ngulchu Dharmabhadra
(1772-1851). Even though he spent most of his life in a monastery in western Tibet, the fame of knowledge
of the linguistic sciences and his methodology of teaching spread throughout the Tibetan world.
W20548
1304-1311
8
LCCN # 73-901181

";-"-K#-:m-+1-3n#-L}-I{khal kha brag ri dam tshig rdo rje
The Khalkha Mongolian scholar Dragri Damtsig Dorje (1781-1855) was one of the great polymaths of his
day. He is best known for his great corpus on the guhyasadhana practice of Hayagriva; the sungbum was
recently reprinted in Gansu from often unclear prints of the Urga blocks.
W6457
3868-3888
21
LCCN # N/A

.C-&{,-0%,-.8m-(m-1-@}#=-;=-M1-W;paN chen bstan pa'i nyi ma phyogs las rnam rgyal
The Fourth Panchen Tenpai Nyima (1782-1853) is well-known for his encyclopedic work explanation of
the sadhana collection of Taranatha; scanned from the Tashilhunpo reprint.
W6205
1795-1803
9
LCCN # N/A

"v-:{-1",-.}-$#-+0$-+.;-X,khu re mkhan po ngag dbang dpal ldan
Collected writings of a master from Khalkha Mongolia known as Urga Choje Ngawang Palden (b. 1797);
the best known work in his sungbum is an annotated commentary of the great text on philosophical
positions by the 1st Jamyang Zhepa; this has recently been the subject of Maps of the Profound, a
magnificent work by Jeffrey Hopkins.
W5926
3827-3833
7
LCCN # N/A

?-"v-&m$-<{=-:0-W-13~
a khu ching shes rab rgya mtsho
Collected works of the 19th century encyclopedist Aku Sherab Gyatso (1803-1875);
includes his treatise on rare books he hadseen in libraries such as Labrang Tashi Kyil; printed from a set of
prints from the Lhasa Sho blocks.
W21505
2519-2525
7
LCCN # N/A

+$v;-&u-+A$=-%,-Es0-.8m-L}-I{dngul chu dbyangs can grub pa'i rdo rje
Collected writings of Ngulchu Yangchen Drubpai Dorje (1809-1882); scanned from a set of prints from the
new blocks recently carved in Tibet.
W22334
3865-3867
3
LCCN # N/A

6$-%},-0%,-.-W-13~zhang ston bstan pa rgya mtsho
Collected works of a prominent teacher connected with Labrang Tashikyil, Zhangton Tenpa Gyatso (18251897); this collection includes the life of his female teacher, the Gungri Kandro Rigzin Palmo (1814-1891);
scanned from a set of prings from the surviving set of blocks from Labrang Tashikyil.
W22145
3839-3842
4
LCCN # N/A

.C-&{,-0%,-.8m-+0$-@p#
paN chen bstan pa'i dbang phyug
Collected writings of the 5th Panchen Tenpai Wangchug (1855-1882). Scanned from the Tashilhunpo
reprint; never printed in South Asia.
W2872
2899-2901
3
LCCN # N/A

:}$-*-&{-3$-R}-07$-&}=-8A}:-[s,-Es0
rong tha che tshang blo bzang chos 'byor lhun grub
Collected writings of Rongta Lozang Chojor Lhundrub (1857-1900/1901), a Gelug teacher from Ranyag
Monastery in Kham.
W21027
3039-3041
3
LCCN # 75-908630

:}$-*-&u$-3$-R}-07$-+1-&}=-W-13~rong tha chung tshang blo bzang dam chos rgya mtsho
Collected writings of Rongta Lozang Damcho Gyatso (1865-1917), a Gelug teacher from Ranyag
Monastery in Kham; known for his work on explaining the mandala.
W13528
3099-3104
6
LCCN # 75-908631

K#-+!:-R}-07$-+.;-X,-0%,-84n,-$,-E#=brag dkar blo bzang dpal ldan bstan 'dzin snyan grags
Collected writings of a prominent teacher of Kandze, Lozang Palden Tendzin Nyendrag (1865-1928).
There were many who felt that his writings should replace the Drepung Losaling syllabus of Panchen
Sonam Dragpa.
W23608
3231-3250
20
LCCN # N/A

P-0-R}-07$-K-1Em,
rtsa ba blo bzang rta mgrin
Collected works of a Mongolian scholar from Urga Lozang Tamdin (1867-1937). This volume contains the
superb history of Buddhism in Mongolia called the Golden Annals and a Tibetan translation of Faxian's (ca.
337-ca. 422) travels.
W13536
3679-3695
17
LCCN # 75-903772

.C-&{,-*v0-0%,-&}=-<m-(m-1paN chen thub bstan chos kyi nyi ma
Collected works of the 6th Panchen Tubten Chokyi Nyima (1883-1927); includes his two volume
biography; scanned from the Tashi Lhunpo print. A primary source for understanding the complicated
relations between the Tibetans and Chinese during the Republican Period.
W3572
2909-2914
6
LCCN # N/A

L}-)m=-<{=-:0-W-13~
rdo sbis dge bshes shes rab rgya mtsho
Collected writings of Dowi Geshe Sherab Gyatso (1884-1968).
W24765
3848-3850
LCCN # 79-906889

3

=}#-.}-+#{-0<{=-$#-+0$-(m-1sog po dge bshes ngag dbang nyi ma
Collected writings of a recent Mongolian scholar of the Drepung Gomang tradition. His works included a
history of Buddhism and a work on Jamyang Zhepa's treatise on philosophical positions. He taught for a
number of years in Europe.
W24052
3821-3826
6
LCCN # 82-903730

L}-I{-*{#-.8m-M1-#6#gsang sngags rdo rje theg pa'i rnam gzhag rig 'dzin dga' ston
main author: blo bzang lhun grub, go shrI chos rje b. 18th cent.
Survey of the Vajrayana; written by Lhundrub Pandita Lobzang Lhundrub (18th cent.)

W17168
LCCN # N/A

1717

1

MAR PA BKA' BRGYUD

+!:-0Wv+-#={:-J{$dkar brgyud gser phreng
Collected biographies of the masters of the Drugpa Kagyu tradition; reproduced from a rare manuscript
from Tango Monastery in Bhutan.
W23861
3000-3002
3
LCCN # 82-902334

8-;v$-#={:-8J{$rwa lung gser 'phreng
Collection biographies of the masters of the Drugpa Kagyu tradition; reproduced from a set of prints from
the Punakha blocks edited by Shakya Rinchen, the 9th Je Khenpo of Bhutan (1710-1759) and covering the
lives of the masters from Vajradhara down to the 1st Shabdrung Ngawang Namgyal (1594-1651)
W19222
3194-3197
4
LCCN # 76-900092

808-:-+!:-0Wv+-#={:-8J{$
'ba' ra dkar brgyud gser 'phreng
Collected biographies of a series of masters of the Bara branch of the Drugpa Kagyu, from Vajradhara to
Naljorpa Choying Dorje (1772-1838); reproduced from a manuscript from the Dra Kusho.
W19231
1743-1746
4
LCCN # N/A

808-:-0!8-0Wv+-&}=-]}+'ba' ra bka' brgyud chos spyod
Rituals of the Bara branch of the Drugpa Kagyu tradition; reproduced from a rare manuscript from the
library of the late Gyayum of Sikkim.
W24025
3665
1
LCCN # 80-904451

W-13~-1*8-9=-<m-!}:
rgya mtsho mtha' yas kyi skor
Incomplete texts from an encyclopedic work on Buddhist scholasticism by the 2nd Karmapa Karma Pakshi
(1204-1283)
W21559
424-425
2
LCCN# 78-903936

6-+1:-1"8-]}+-+0$-.}zhwa dmar mkha' spyod dbang po
Incomplete collection of writings by the 2nd Shamar Kacho Wangpo (1350-1405); includes an incomplete
"golden rosary of lives" collection of biographies of masters of the Kamtsang Kagyu tradition.
W23928
3568-3571
4
LCCN # 78-903290

6-+1:-+!},-1&}#-9,-;#zhwa dmar dkon mchog yan lag
Collection of writings by the 5th Shamar Konchog Yanlag (1525-1583).
W23927
3572-3573
LCCN # 80-902094

2

M;-8A}:-Wv+-<m-M1-0<+-=}#=-/ !O-.-1m-0[}+-L}-I{rnal 'byor rgyud kyi rnam bshad sogs / karma pa mi bskyod rdo rje
Exegesis of the yogatantra and other works by the 8th Karmapa Mikyo Dorje (1507-1554)
W22141
1657-1660
LCCN # 79-906039

4

${=-+},-@#-W-&{,-.}8m-Dm+-14~+-+$-+!:-&#nges don phyag rgya chen po'i khrid mdzod dang dkar chag
Collected instructions on the practice of the Mahamudra according to the Kagyu traditions.
W23447
1891-1903
W23701
1904
(dkar chag)
LCCN # 99-956352

13
1

A$-&u0-={1=-+.8m-]}+-.-;-8'v#-.8m-M1-.:-0<+-.-*{#-&{,-&}=-<m-W-13~-70-W=-1*8-9=-.8m-$m$-.}
byang chub sems dpa'i spyod pa la 'jug pa'i rnam par bshad pa theg chen chos kyi rgya mtsho zab rgyas mtha' yas pa'i
snying po
Commentary on the Bodhicaryavatara of Santideva by a master of the Karma Kagyu tradition ; by the Kamtsang
Kagyu master, the Second Pawo Tsuglag Trengwa (1504-1564/1566)
W7500
3560
1

LCCN # 75-906633

70-1}-,$-+},-P-0zab mo nang don zhes bya ba'i gzhung
Verse work on tantric anatomy and physiology written by the Third Karmapa Ranjung Dorje (1284-1339) .
W679 1701
1
LCCN # N/A

70-1}-,$-+},->m-8E{;-0<+
dpal rdo rje'i tshig zab mo nan gi don gyi 'grel bsad sems kyi rnam par gsal bar byed pa'i rgyan
Exegesis of Ranjung Dorje's treatment of tantric physiology and dzogrim practice; written by Dagrampa Chogyal
Tenpa (1449-1524)
W23931
3559
1

LCCN # 77-902365

8'm#-K{,-1#},-.}-:m,-&{,-+.;'jig rten mgon po rin chen dpal
Collected works of the founder of the Drigung Kagyu tradition, Jigten Gonpo Rinchen Pal (1143-1217)
W23743
2565-2576
12
LCCN # 2001-362771

+0},-.}-<{=-:0-8Ap$-#,=dbon po shes rab 'byung gnas
Collected works of a 12th century master of the Drigung Kagyu tradition.
W23784
2763
LCCN # 2002-293235

1

+0},-.}-E#=-.-8Ap$-#,=
dbon po grags pa 'byung gnas
Collected works of the Drigung Kagyu master Wonpo Sherab Jungne (1175-1255)
W23785
2764
LCCN # 2002- 293235

1

@#-&{,-W-#bo$
phyag chen rgya gzun : the collected texts of the mahamudra practice translated from sanskrit, representing the tradition
which has passed in the mar-pa bka'-brgyud-pa
Essential source texts for the practice of the Mahamudra according to the teachings of the Marpa Kagyu tradition;
reproduction of a manuscript from Drigung.
W21554
3541
1

LCCN # 85-902626

#<m,-I{-#<{+-9$-0S}#-1{8m-(t-Em
gshin rje gshed yang bzlog me'i spu gri
Collection of ritual practices focussing upon the Drigung Kagyu and Nyingma fusion of teachings
focussing upon Yamantaka in the form Yangdog Mei Putri.
W23166
369-372
4

LCCN # 77-903294

8Km-]o$-0!8-0Wv+-.8m-&}=-!}:
'bri gung bka' brgyud pa'i chos skor
Collection of rare Drigung Kagyu texts.
W23189
586-587
LCCN # 72-902012

2

:m#-84n,-ao=-X,-L}-I{
rig 'dzin nus ldan rdo rje
Collected writings of a 19th century terton of the Drigung Kagyu tradition, Rigdzin Nuden Dorje
W23653
2377-2384
8
LCCN # 77-900841

$,-Wv+-L}-I{8m-3n#-F$-#m-8K{;-70-;1-&u-0}-\o,-8`o=-,}:-0v8m-8Ap$-#,=snyan rgyud rdo rje'i tshig rkang gi 'brel zab lam chu bo kun 'dus nor bu'i 'byung gnas
Taglung Kagyu commentary on the Six Teachings of Naropa by Ngawang Tenpai Nyima (b. 1788)
W21550
387-388
2
LCCN # 74-902739

@#-&{,-+$-av-:}-&}=-Hs#-#m-Dm+-!}:-%#-;v$-;v#=
phyag chen dang nA ro chos drug gi khrid skor stag lung lugs
Taglung Kagyu instructions on the practice of the Mahamudra and the Six Teachings of Naropa; written by
Ngagwang Tenpai Nyima (b. 1788)
W20522
0599
1
LCCN # 73-901855

%#-;v$-I{-#,$-06m-0%t-6{-#=v1stag lung rje gnang bzhi bcu zhe gsum
Initiations for the 43 deities of the Taglung Kagyu tradition.
W21551
393
LCCN # 73-901831

1

:m-&}=-9},-),-\o,-Ap$-+$-[,-*0=ri chos yon tan kun byung dang lhan thabs
Retreat manual with the supplement for the Drugpa Kagyu tradition; the work of Yangonpa Rinchen Pal
(1212-1258).
W21549
428
1
LCCN # 89-902344

0+{-1&}#-$,-0Wv+-,}:-0v-!}:-#=v1bde mchog snyan brgyud nor bu skor gsum
Treasured teachings of the Demchog Nyengyu practices of the Drugpa Kagyu tradition; from the oral
transmissions received by Kunkyen Pema Karpo (1527-1592).
W23155
181-182
2
LCCN # 85-902203

"1=-cu;-$#-+0$-0%,-.8m-(m-18m-#=,-9m#khams sprul ngag dbang bstan pa'i nyi ma'i gsan yig
Bibliographic record of the teachings received by the 6th Khamtrul Ngagwang Tenpai Nyima (1849-1907)
W23157
186
1
LCCN # 85-903330

$1-Q}$-$,-0Wv+ngam rdzong snyan brgyud
Orally transmitted teachings of one of the lineages coming from Ngamdzong Repa.
W23167
373
LCCN # 85-903340

1

W;-+0$-\o,-+#8-+.;-8A}:rgyal dbang kun dga' dpal 'byor
Collected works of the 2nd Gyalwang Drugchen Kunga Paljor (1429-1476)
W10954
836-837
LCCN # 82-902329

2

0%,-84n,-/v,-3~#=
bstan 'dzin phun tshogs
Miscellaneous writings of a Drugpa Kagyu master from Gonjo, Deumar Geshe Tenzin Puntsog (b. 1672).
He is famous from his works on medicine and silpasastra. The collection also includes his dictionary of
Sanskrit
W7532 1616, 1617, 1652, 2786
4
LCCN # N/A

Qm$-:=-.]-L}-I{
gling ras padma rdo rje
Writings of the founder of the Lingre Kagyu tradition, Lingre Pema Dorje (1128-1188)
W23778
2656-2657
LCCN # 85-903872

2

#2$-.-W-:=-9{-<{=-L}-I{gtsang pa rgya ras ye shes rdo rje
Collected writingsof the founder of the Drugpa Kagyu tradition, Tsangpa Gyare Yeshe Dorje (1161-121)
W23782
2761
1
LCCN # N/A

1(1-1{+-={$-#{-+]o-3:->m-0!8-80v1
mnam med sen ge dgu tshar gyi bka' 'bum : collected writings on experiences and instights into buddist realization by
the early masters of the rwa-lung of 'brug-pa dkar-brgyud-pa tradition
Rare writings of some of the early masters of the Drugpa Kagyu sect; reproduced from the single surviving volume of a
unique manuscript preserved in the library of Hemis Monastery.
W23930
3556
1

LCCN # 85-902184

!O-1",-.}-!O-:m,-&{,-+:-W=karma mkhan po karma rin chen dar rgyas
Collected writings of a 19th century master of the Karma Kamtsang tradition, Karma Rinchen Dargye; he
was a master of the Chogling Tersar.
W22139
787-790
4
LCCN # 85-905030

*v#=-I{-&{,-.}8m-+1:-Dm+-@#-Q}#=-7v$-8'v#-#m-+},-8`o=-#}-0+{:-0!}+-.-G,-1}-14v0-3u#=
thugs rje chen po'i dmar khrid phyag rdzogs zun 'jug gi don'dus go bder bkod pa rgan mo mdzub tshugs : an
introduction on the practice of avalokitesvara, according to a fusion of rdzogs-chen and phyag chen
Introduction to the practice of a form of Avalokitesvara by Karma Chagme (1613-1678).
W24028
3661
1

LCCN # 83-907619

SHANGS PA, GCOD, ZHWA DANG JO LUGS, SOGS

<$=-.-0!8-0Wv+-M1-*:-+$-&}=-!}:shangs pa bka' brgyud rnam thar dang chos skor
Reproduction of a rare set of manuscripts from Sumra containing biographies and teachings of the Shangpa
Kagyu tradition; in ume script.
W23708
849-850
2
LCCN # 77-906849

<$=-.-0!8-0Wv+-.8m-Dm+-!}:-*$-W;-;v#=
sans pa bka' brgyud pa'i khrid skor than rgyal lugs : collected instructional material for the initiation and practice of the
precious man nag of the sans-pa bka'-brgyud-pa tradition according to the transmissions spread by than-ston-rgyal-po
Instructional teachings for the practices of the Shangpa Kagyu; written by the Sakya master Ngagwang Chodrag (15721641)
W23917
3516
1

LCCN # 84-902699

*$-%}$-W;-.}8m-1-#%m#-#=$-#%}+
thang stong rgyal po'i ma gcig gsang gcod
Collection of teachings on the Cho practice of the Machig Sangcho descending from Tangtong Gyalpo
(1361-1485); scanned with the support of Barry Keil.
W23919
3509-3512
4
LCCN # 77-900723

*$-%}$-W;-.}8m-0!8-80v1thang stong rgyal po'i bka' 'bum
Collection of biographic and teaching materials connected with Tangtong Gyalpo (1361-1485); scanned
with the support of Barry Keil.
W23918
3513-3515
3
LCCN # 84-901306

@#-W-&{,-.}-0L8m-!}:-#=v1
phyag rgya chen po brda'i skor gsum
main author: pha dam pa sangs rgyas, b. 11th cent.
Teachings of the Shiche tradition; by the 11th century master Padampa Sangye
W23993
3605

1

LCCN # 85-902604

0v-%},-:m,-&{,-Es0-+$-a-3+-.-:m,-&{,-M1-W;
bu ston rin chen grub dang sgra tshad pa rin chen rnam rgyal
Collected writings of the Buton Rinchen Drub (1290-1364) and his disciple Dratsepa Rinchen Namgyal
(1318-1388); scanned directly from clear prints from the Lhasa Zhol blocks.
W1934
734-761
28
LCCN # N/A

\o,-1={,-+};-.}-.-<{=-:0-W;-13,
kun mkhyen dol po pa shes rab rgyal mtshan
Collected works of the founder of the Jonang tradition, Dolpopa Sherab Gyaltsen
(1291-1361); scanned from a photomechanical reprint of impressions from the Dzamtang blocks
W21208
3492-3499
8
LCCN # N/A

'}-,$-I{-02t,-_s-:-av-*jo nang rje btsun tA ra nA tha
Collected works of Jonang Jetsun Taranatha (1575-1634); scanned from a print of the Ladakhi reprint of
the 17 volume incomplete Tagten Puntso Ling redaction
W22277
2312, 2314-2329
17
LCCN # 83-904360

808-1+8-+#{-;{#=-W-13~
'ba' mda' dge legs rgya mtsho
Collected works of the Jonang scholastic, Bamda Geleg (1844-1904); scanned from the recent Ngawa
lithographic edition.
W23899
3207-3228
22
LCCN # N/A

'}-,$-&}=-]}+
jo nang chos spyod
editor: ngag dbang yon tan bzang po, 'dzam thang mkhan po ngag dbang yon tan bzang po b. 1928
Collected rituals of the jonang monasteries of Dzamtang group; compiled by the late Khenpo Ngawang Yontan Zangpo
(b. 1928)
W23923
3528
1

LCCN # N/A

SA SKYA

;1-8K=-#bo$-L}-I{8m-3n#-F$-#m-M1-8E{;-0%t-#%m#
lam 'bras gzung rdo rje'i tshig rkan gi rnam 'grel bcu gcig : commentaries of sa-chen kun-dga'-snin-po (1092-1158) on
the root text of the lam 'bras system written at the behest of various disciples
Commentaries on the root verses of the Lamdre system, by Sachen Kunga Nyingpo (1092-1158)
W24767
3852-3854
3

LCCN # 85-905126

Wv+-&{-\o,-0_p=-+$-+{8m-"-!}$
rgyud sde kun btus dang de'i kha skong
Initiatory and mandala creation rituals and explanatory teachings on the 132 mandalas of the collection put
together under the guidance of Jamyang Kyentse Wangpo (1820-1892) by his disciple Jamyang Loter
Wangpo (1847-1914)
W21295
2432-2461
W21296
2462-2463
32
LCCN # 70-919390

1$},-.-14~+-<m-M1-0<+-<{=-A-:0-#=;
chos mnon pa mdzod kyi rnam bsad ses bya rab gsal : a commentary on the abhidharmakosa of vasubandhu
A commentary on the Abhidharmakosa of Vasubandhu by Rongton Sheja Kunrig (1367-1449), a Sakya master;
reproduced from a clear print from the Penpo Nalendra blocks
W8455
3558
1

LCCN # 85-903284

+0v-1-:m#=-3~#=-T8m-+!8-#,+
dbu ma rigs pa'i tshogs kyi dka' ba'i gnad bstan pa'i rigs lam kun gsal : exegesis on difficult points in the fundamental
treatises of the madhyamika
main author: shes bya kun rig, rong ston shes bya kun rig b. 1367 d. 1449
Exegesis of the difficult points in some of the fundamental sources of Madhyamika philosophy; written by the Sakya
master Rongton Sheja Kunrig (1367-1449)
W8471
3557
1

LCCN # 86-900170

1$},-.-\o,-0_p=-<m-8E{;-.-<{=-A-:0-#=;-'$-0
mngon pa kun btus kyi 'grel pa shes bya rab gsal snang ba
dam pa'i chos mnon pa kun las btus pa'i 'grel pa ses bya rab gsal snan ba : a commentary with text, on the
abhidharmasamuccaya of the great asanga
Commentary, with text, on the Abhidharmasamuccaya of the great Asanga, by a Sakyapa master , Sabzang Mati
Panchen Lotro Gyaltsen (1294-1376)
W23933
3550, 3632
2

LCCN # 77-905312

&}=-1$},-.-14~+-<m-]m-+},
dam pa'i chos mnon pa mdzod kyi spyi don ji sned ses bya'i gsal byed nag gi sgron me : a general exegesis of the
meaning of vasubandhu's abhidharmakosa verses

Commentary on the Abhidharmakosa by a Sakya scholar Ngawang Chodrag (1572-1641).
W24010
3592

1

LCCN # 78-908570

.}+-&{,-Hs#-#m-80{;-#)1bod kyi mkhas pa snga phyi dag gi grub mtha'i shan 'byed mtha' dpyod dan bcas pa'i 'bel ba'i gtam skyes dpyod ldan
mkhas pa lus rgyan rin chen mdzes pa'i phra tshom bkod pa
Survey of the Indian philosophical positions (siddhanta) and major Buddhist subjects taught in Tibet by Tibetan
masters; written by the great Sakyapa master Ngagwang Chodrag (1572-1641)
W10298
1700
1

LCCN # 79-907366

E$=-1{+-3|-:0=-`o=-,=-+!:-,#-)#=-.-;=-<m-=-0},->m=-0[{+-.-%m:-'$-8Ds;-.8m-0#-&#=-?:8*=-=v-:$-#m=-'m-W:-B}$-08m-K}#=-.-0I}+-.-'-3~#=-V},-.8m-%r#-.}8m-8Dm-<m$grangs med tshe rabs dus nas dkar nag sbags pa las kyi sa bon gyis bskyed pa cir snang 'khrul pa'i bag
chags ar 'thas su rang gis ji ltar myong ba'i rtogs pa brjod pa sna tshogs ljon pa'i stug po'i 'khri shing
Autobiography of Palden Chokyong, 34th Khenchen of Ngor (1702-1760); this work is an important source
for the history of Kham where he travelled extensively.
W10419
3190-3193
4
LCCN # 75-900301

3+-18m-K#=-:m#=-.8m-!}:-#),-;-80{0=-.:-A{+-.-&{-0`o,-"}-0W-8A{+-.8m-8Js;->m-X{8v-1m#
tshad ma'i rtags rigs pa'i skor gtan la 'bebs par byed pa sde bdun sgo brgya 'byed pa'i 'phrul gyi lde'u mig
Two treatises on tarig (Buddhist logic) and the abhidharma; writings by a recent Sakya master, Jamyang Loter
Wangpo (1847-1914)
W22938
3645
1

LCCN # 81-900796

MEDICINE

U}0-1-;-/,-.8m-7m,-)m#
slob ma la phan pa'i zin tig : a collection of instructions on tibetan medicine and treatment
Ancient collection of Tibetan medical instructions written by Tsangto Darma Gonpo

W24026
LCCN # 76-902437

3662-3663

2

H$-N}$-#m-,+-8&}=-.8m-*,-+?+-#=}-0-:m#-.-:m,-&{,-'-0`o,
drang sron gi nad 'chos pa'i sman dpyad gso ba rig pa rin chen sna bdun : a treatises on the principles of tibetan
medicine and medical treatment.
Anonymous treatise on medicine

W19457
3664
LCCN # 80-902512

1

@m-1-Wv+-8E{;-1v,-={;-a},-1
bdud rtsi snin po yan lag brgyad pa gsan ba man nag gi rgyud las dum bu bzi pa phyi ma rgyud kyi gzun dan 'grel pa
mun sel sgron me : a detailed study of the fourth of the four medical tantras, phyi ma rgyud
Commentary on the fourth of the four medical tantras, by Ngawang Konchog Tengyal.

W24043
3654
LCCN # 79-903486

1

A{-0-:m$-0N{;bye ba rin bsrel / instructions of the great zur-mkhar nam-nid-rdo-rje on medical treatment, comprising the ma yig, bu
yig, and kha 'thor collections
main author: mnyam nyid rdo rje, zur mkhar mnyam nyid rdo rje b. 1439 d. 1475
Instructions on medical practice of the Zurkhar tradition; by Zurkhar Nyamnyi Dorje (1439-1475)

W23773
2655
LCCN # 74-902674

1

Hm-1{+-<{;-#}$-+$-Hm-1{+-<{;-J{$-+$-;#-;{,-#%{=-0&q=principles of lamaist pharmacognosy : being the texts of the dri med shel gong, dri med shel phreng, and the lag len
gces bsdus
main author: bstan 'dzin phun tshogs, de'u dmar dge bshes bstan 'dzin phun tshogs b. 1672
Classics of Tibetan medical science; a collection of works by Deumar Geshe Tenzin Phuntso (b. 1672)

W23762
2636
LCCN # 78-917366
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1{=-.}-6;-;v$mes po'i zal lun : a detailed commentary on the four tibetan medical tantras (rgyud bzi)
main author: blo gros rgyal po, zur mkhar ba blo gros rgyal po b. 1509
Commentary on the Four Tibetan Medical Tantras; written by a master of the Zurkhar tradition, Lotro Gyalpo (b.
1509).
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2556-2559
LCCN # 80-901553
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lamaist medical practice : being the text of man nag yon tan rgyud kyi lhan thabs zug rnu'i tsha gdun sel ba'i katpu ra
dus min 'chi zag gcod pa'i ral gri
Medical recipes and methods for treatment by Desi Sangye Gyatso (1653-1705)

W23739
LCCN # 78-905656
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8K}$-P{8m-0{8v-0v1-+!:-.}
'bron rtse'i be'u bum dkar po : a collection of esoteric medical prescriptions and magical formulae for the alleviation of
various ailments
Collection of medical prescriptions of Drongtse Rinchen Gyatso, a famed 14th century medical practitioner fom Tsang.
W25101
3856
1
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HISTORICAL WORKS

1-Cm-0!8-0v1ma ni bka' bum : a collection of rediscovered teachings focussing upon the tutelary deity avaloketesvara
(mahakarunika)
The Punakha edition of the Avalokitesvara corpus
W19225
1712-1713
2
LCCN # 75-901057

W-#:-`o-0%,-.-+$-0%,-84n,-'m-W:-A},-.8m-3u;
rgya gar du bstan pa dang bstan 'dzin rnams ji ltar byon pa'i tshul rags rim gcig bsdus te phyogs gcig tu bsgrigs pa'i zin
bris
On the history of Buddhism in India and Tibet by an anonymous Gelug master

W18580
LCCN # 79-905082

3189
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(808-(#-+.{-14~+-"$)

two histories of the bka'-gdams-pa tradition from the library of burmiok athing
Histories written by Sonam Lhai Wangpo and Panchen Sonam Dragpa
W23900
3198
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W-0}+-9m#-3$-&{,-1}
rgya bod kyi yig tshan mkhas pa dga' byed chen mo 'dzam glin gsal ba'i me lon
Historical work by the 15th century master Tagtsang Lotsava Paljor Zangpo

W23958
3589-3590
LCCN # 80-900114
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deb ther sngon po
the blue annals completed in a.d. 1478
Famed historical chronicle written by Go Lotsava Zhonnu Pal (1392-1481)

W7494
LCCN # 75-900107
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&}=-8Ap$-,}:-0v8m-0$-14~+
sans rgyas bstan pa'i chos 'byun dris lan nor bu'i phren ba : a history of buddhism in india and tibet written in response
to questions raised on the authenticity of the rnin-ma-pa tradition
Written by the 16th century Yagde Duldzin Kyenrab Gyatso
Historical work on Buddhism in India and Tibet by the 16th century Yagde Duldzin Kyenrab Gyatso in response to
criticism leveled by the 8th Karmapa Mikyo Dorje (1507-1554).
W20540
3855
1
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rgyal yum gsan ba ye ses las 'phros pa'i theg pa spyi dan bye brag gi chos 'byun 'khrul mun sel byed lun rig ni ma'i 'od
zer : a history of the practices focussing upon the gsan-ba-ye-ses cycle
history of a cycle of Guhyadakini practices deriving from the revelations of Terdag Lingpa and structured into a
system by Lelung Shepai Dorje; written by Jigme Trinley Namgyal.
W24047
3644
1
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&}=-8Ap$-$}-13:-W-13~a detailed account of the development of buddhism in tibet with special emphasis on the stag-lun bka'-brgyud-pa
History of Buddhism in Tibet from the viewpoint of the Taglung Kagyu tradition; the base work is written by
Zhabdrung Ngagwang Namgyal (1571-1626); completed by Ngagwang Tenpai Nyima (b. 1788)

W23745
LCCN # N/A

2578-2579
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beDUr ser po: a history of dge ldan (dge lugs pa)
History of the Gelug tradition by the regent of Tibet Desi Sangye Gyatso (1653-1705)

W23957
LCCN # 81-900172

3627-3628
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#){:-0)},->m-;}-Wv=-#){:-0)},-&}=-8Ap$gter bton brgya rtsa'i mtshan sdom gsol 'debs chos rgyal bkra sis stobs rgyal gyis mdzad pa'i 'grel pa lo rgyus gter bton
chos 'byun : a historical account of the nyingmapa tradition of vajrayana, written as a commentary on the reverential
petition...
Accounts of the famed revealers of terma; a commentary on a verse work of the Jangter tradition by Zabulung
Densapa Karma Mingyur Wangyal (17th cent.)
W19709
1679
1

LCCN # 79-903886

&}=-8Ap$-0%,-.8m-(m-1History of the Nyingma tradition of Tibetan Buddhism; written in 1731 by a scholar from Mindrolling,
Orgyen Chodrag (b. 1676)
W21492
1605- 1606
2
LCCN # N/A

0%,-Ns$-W-13~8m-M1-*:dam can bstan srung rgya mtsho'i rnam par thar pa cha shas tsam brjod pa sngon med legs bshad
Lelung Jedrung Zhepai Dorje (b. 1697) was a Gelugpa cleric, one of the three powerful incarnation lineage
of Drepung. He began to receive visions and almost the whole of his collected works is a prolonged
account of his experiences, worldly and esoteric. One of his most famous works is this "biographical
account" of the protective deities of Tibet. This is an important work for understanding the role of dharma
protectors in the Buddhism of Tibet. The original manuscript is from the library of the late Trijang
Rinpoche, junior tutor to H.H. the Dalai Lama
W9366
593-594
2
LCCN # 80-901525

?}-W,-Qm$-#m-+!:-&#
o rgyan gling rten brten pa gsar bskrun nges gsang zung 'jug bsgrub pa'i 'dus sde tshugs pa'i dkar chag 'khor ba'i rgya
mtsho sgrol ba'i gru chen
Account of a stupa and a religious lineage descending from the Nyo and located in the Indo-Tibetan borderlands;
attributed to the 6th Dalai Lama Tsangyang Gyatso (1683-1706/1746)
W22201
3633
1

LCCN # 79-907378
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(1830)

'dzam gling rgyas bshad (1830)
the rare 1830 redaction of the monumental tibetan work on the geography of the world
Geography of the world; the second redaction of the work completed in 1830 by the Fourth Tsenpo Nomin Han Jampal
Chokyi Tenzin Trinle (1789-1838)

W22137
3546
LCCN # 81-900294
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bstan pa'i snin po gsan chen sna 'gyur nes don zab mo'i chos kyi 'byun ba gsal bar byed pa'i legs bsad mkhas pa dga'
byed no mtshar gtam gyi rol mtsho : a detailed history of the nyingmapa traditions of tibetan buddhism written in 18071809
History of various traditions of Tibetan Buddhism, chiefly nyingma

W24031
3835-3838
LCCN # 80-900227
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6-;v-#+,-:0=on the history of the monastery of zhwa-lu : being the texts of the zhwa lu gdan rabs and the autobiography
The historical chronicles of the ancient monastery of Shalu, seat of Buton Rinchen Drub and of a special system of the
Kalachakra teachings and a biography of the author of the chronicle, Ribug Losal Tenkyong (b. 1804), an active
participant in the Rime Movement.

W19832
LCCN # 74-922276
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1
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lon ba'i dmigs bu
manual of information for officials of the ganden podrang including impressios of seals, written in the early years of the
20th century

W23160
LCCN # 82-900646
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sde pa gtsan pa'i khrims yig zal lce 16 dan dga' ldan pho bran ba'i zal lce 12 sogs ner mkho sna tshogs
Comparison of the legal codes of the Desi Tsangpa and the Ganden Podrang.
W24038
3648

1
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'}-0}-I{-+.;-X,-?-)m-<8m-M1-*:
jo bo rje dpal ldan a ti sa'i rnam thar : a poetic biography of atisa dipankarasrijnana
Poetical biography of Jowo Je Atisha Dipamkara Shrijnana (b. 972/982); written by the Karma Kagyu master, Tsang
Khenchen Palden Gyatso (1610-1684)
W24006
3623
1

LCCN # 82-902939

M;-8A}:->m-+0$-@p#-1m-;-06+-.8m-L}-I{8m-#=v$-1]o:-14~+-,#-1rnal 'byor gyi dban phyug mi la bzad pa rdo rje'i gsun mgur mdzod nag ma : the life and songs of
realization of mi-la-ras-pa
Biography of the great adept Milarepa (1052-1135) attributed to the Third Karmapa Rangjung Dorje
(1284-1339)
W23432
1695- 1696
2
LCCN # 79-901890

$#-+0$-R}-07$-#m-M1-*:-1}=-]o=-:m,-&{,-8H{,-.8m-<m$-K
ngag dbang blo bzang gi rnam thar mos gus rin chen 'dren pa'i shing rta
the life of klong-rdol ngag-dbang-blo-bzang : being the text of ...
Biography of a prominent Gelug lama from Kham
W20533
4026
LCCN # N/A
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rigs dang dkyil 'khor rgya mtsho'i mnga' bdag rje gser khang pa blo bzang bstan 'dzin rgya mtsho'i zhal snga nas kyi
rnam par thar pa mdo tsam brjod pa thams cad mkhyen par bgrod pa'i them skas
Biography of Serkhag Lozang Tenzin Gyatso (1780-1848), prominent master from Amdo; written by Nye Lozang
Tenpai Gyaltsen (1802-1849)
W24046
3674
1

LCCN # 93-908442

W;-0-P}$-&{,-.8m-M1-*:
kun mkhyen chos kyi rgyal po gter chen dri med 'od zer gyi rnam par thar pa cun zad spros pa no mthsar skal bzan
mchog gi dga' ston
Biography of the Nyingma savant Longchen Rabjampa (1308-1363) with an account of the teachings revealed by his
prophesied reembodiment, Pema Lingpa (1450-1521) ; written by the 5th Peling Thuse Kunzang Gyurme Chogdrub.
W24007
3624
1

LCCN # 85-902190

?}-W,-.8m-M1-*:
grub chen o rgyan pa'i rnam par thar pa byin brlabs kyi chu rgyun : a biography of the famed tibetan mahasiddha orgyan-pa sen-ge-dpal
Biography of the founder of the Orgyen Nyendrub system of Tibetan Buddhist practice Ogyenpa Rinchen Pal
(1229/1230-1309) by Dawa Sengge.
W23940
3575
1

LCCN # 76-905313
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grub pa'i dban phyug chen po lcags zam pa than ston rgyal po'i rnam thar no mtshar kun gsal nor bu'i me long gsar pa
Biography of Tangtong Gyalpo, Shangpa Kagyu master and the maker of iron bridges; by Lochen Gyurmed Dechen
(1540-1615)
W23929
3563
1
LCCN # 79-901305
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rgyal sras mdo snags 'byung gnas kyi rnam par thar pa mthon ba don ldan nor bu'i phren mdzes : the autobiography and
songs of instruction of rgyal-sras mdo-snags-'byung-gnas
Autobiography and songs of instruction of a Nyingma master of the Pema Lingpa tradition.
W24045
3676
1

LCCN # 76-900718
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sprul-sku rig-'dzin mchog-ldan-mgon-po'i rnam thar mgur 'bum dad ldan spro ba bskyed byed
autobiography and songs of a nyingma master (1497-1557) from lhodrag
W25271
3893
LCCN # 80-902345
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#:-+0$-L}-I{8m-M1-*:-!}:
rig 'dzin chen po gar dban rdo rje'i rnam thar phyi nan gsan gsum sogs
autobiographical writings of a revealer (1640-1685) of concealed teachings
W25272
3890
LCCN # 85-901460
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Es0-+0$-0%,-84n,-+:-W=-<m-#=v$-1]o:
grub dban bstan 'dzin dar rgyas kyi gsun mgur : the collected songs of buddhist realization of the yogi bstan-'dzin-darrgyas
Songs of a 19th century Buddhist yogi from the Tibeto-Nepalese borderlands.
W23898
3673
1
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rig 'dzin 'jigs med gling pa'i yang srid sngags 'chang 'ja' lus rdo rje'i rnam thar mkha' 'gro'i zhal lung
The autobiography of Do Kyentse Yeshe Dorje (1800-1859), an adept of the Golok lands who achieved the
"rainbow body"
W18047
180
1
LCCN # N/A

#){:-&{,-80:-08m-L}-I{8m-M1-*:
gter chen 'bar ba'i rdo rje'i rnam thar
Autobiographical writings of Terchen Barwai Dorje, 1836-1920, revealer of concealed teachings from Kham
W21953
3851
1
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gsang bdag dngos snang he ru ka dpal mthu stobs gling pa'i rnam thar drang srong dgyes glu
Biography of a revealer of concealed texts, Myoshul Angag Thutob Lingpa (1858-1914), written by Gyurme Tenzin
W24032
3675
1
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"-84n,-1+8-R-1-8'1-+A$=-W;-13,->m-M1-*:
rje btsun bla ma dam pa 'jam dbyans rgyal mthan gi rnam thar mdor bsdus skal bzan rna rgyan : a brief biography of
bla-ma 'jam-dbyans-mtshan of sga
Biography of a Sakya master from Kham, Ga Lama Jamyang Gyaltsen (1870-1940); known as the editor of the Derge
redaction of the collected works of Gorampa Sonam Sengge
W24034
3658
1

LCCN # 96-900269
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skyabs rje thams cad mkhyen pa grub pa'i dban phyug zab gter rgya mtsho'i mna' bdag rin po che padma 'gro 'dul gsan
snags gling pa'i rnam par thar pa snin gi mun sel dad pa'i sin rta ratna'i chun 'phyan utpa la'i 'phren ba
Biography of a Nyingma master and revealer of secret teachings,Pema Drodul Sanggak Lingpa, the son of Dudjom
Lingpa; written by a female master the Sera Khandro, Kunzang Dekyong Wangmo (1892-1940)
W23945
3554
1
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bodhisattvavadanakalpalata : the tibetan prose rendering of the masterpiece of ksemendra
Tibetan prose rendering of Ksemendra's collection of avadana or previous birth stories of the buddha
W23939
3576
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